
South Coast Job Central seeks
candidates  for  live  resume
reviews
Unemployed and looking for work? Join Ian Abreu on the South
Coast Job Central live on New Bedford Guide’s Facebook page to
review your resume in front of thousands of people to include
hundreds of potential employers. Interested in scheduling a
show? Email mike@newbedfordguide.com

For an example, start at the 23-minute mark on this video:

The Chris Resendes Show with
Taylor Faith & Dr. Mike Rocha
Join the Chris Resendes Show this Thursday and every Thursday
evening at 7pm Live on New Bedford Guide’s Facebook page.

This week Chris sits down with with one of his favorite and
strongest  people  Taylor  Faith.  This  young  lady  has  been
through so much pain both physically and emotionally.

She is the daughter of an addict. Watch her tell her story of
growing up in this situation and compounded with debilitating
illness.

Chris will also sit down with Hawthorne Medical’s Dr Michael
Rocha to discuss Heart Disease awareness month.
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AyaSha  –  Rather  Be  Free
(music video)
Parts of the video was shot at Fort Taber in New Bedford and
Delken in Fairhaven. Directed by Stephen Silva.

Music video by AyaSha Millah performing Rather Be Free. (2018)

Live with New Bedford Police
Chief Joseph Cordeiro and Lt.
Rezendes
Live with New Bedford Police Chief Joseph Cordeiro and public
information  officer  Lt.  Rezendes  to  discuss  New  Bedford
issues.

Chris  Resendes  Show  with
doctors  Michael  Rocha  and
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Bonnie Boerl
Chris Resendes Show sat down with Dr. Mike Rocha and Dr Bonnie
Boerl to discuss the medical field’s role in creating the
Opioid Epidemic and what they’ve done now to help fight it.

They’ll also touch upon programs and ideas that will help our
children stay away from drug abuse.

Southcoast  Health+  Weekly
with guest Dr. Mello
Live with Dr. John Podkowa, NP Hannah Raymond with guest Dr.
Mello take your questions about health and wellness.

Need to ask a doctor a question about your health but don’t
have  an  appointment?  Southcoast  Health’s  Dr.  John  Podkowa
takes  your  health  questions  live  on  Health+  Weekly  each
Wednesday at 7 pm. Submit questions in the comment section.

The  LGBTQ  Voice  –  Parents
with LGBTQ children
Join  The  LGBTQ  Voice  for  their  fourth  episode!  In  this
episode, we will chat with parents with LGBTQ children.

Catch The LGBTQ Voice on New Bedford Guide’s Facebook page
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every Tuesday at 7pm.

Maestro Yaniv Dinur’s secret:
Heavy metal?
New Bedford Symphony Orchestra’s Maestro Yaniv Dinur stars in
this fun video.

Upcoming concerts at zeiterion.org

The  LGBTQ  Voice  –  “T”  in
LGBTQ
On last week’s The LGBTQ Voice episode, Dan asked the youth
and elders if they struggle with the “T” in LGBT.

Watch  the  full  episode  here:
https://www.newbedfordguide.com/the-lgbtq-voice-show-episode-2
-youth-and-elders/2018/01/14

Catch The LGBTQ Voice on New Bedford Guide’s Facebook page
every Tuesday at 7pm.
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The LGBTQ Voice – What can
New Bedford do better for the
LGBTQ community?
On last week’s The LGBTQ Voice episode, Dan asked if New
Bedford is doing enough for the LGBTQ community.

Watch  the  full  episode  here:
https://www.newbedfordguide.com/the-lgbtq-voice-show-episode-2
-youth-and-elders/2018/01/14

Catch The LGBTQ Voice on New Bedford Guide’s Facebook page
every Tuesday at 7pm.
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